Super Cool - Super Lube Cutting Fluid.
Longer Life - for Tools and People.

Corrosion
problem?
Take a few

EcoLine® Cutting Fluid provides
super cooling and lubricity without
the cancer causing combination of
nitrates and amines from old technology cutting fluids. Fully
biodegradable, this soy-based,
water dilutable concentrate prevents welding of metals and promotes longer life for tools and for
people.

Pills.

Simple to apply

Mild on
Everything
Except Rust

Protect vital
circuitry against

Corrosion
Protect all the metals in your electrical and
electronic equipment against corrosion – for up to
two years. Industrial, tropical, and marine climates
are no match for Cortec emitters. Install in just
seconds with no monitoring or maintenance later.
They conform to military and many major
manufacturer specs.

Removes rust easily

Cor-Pak® tablets pack a powerful corrosion
inhibitor to protect metals. Drop a few tablets
into your bag, box, or package to protect parts
against rust for up to 18 months. Even protects
from salt water during overseas transport.
Eliminates conventional, expensive methods of
applying and removing coatings.

New bio-based Eco Film™ for
global Recycling

This biodegradable rust remover won’t harm
paint, plastic, wood, textiles or rubber. Just rust.
Odorless and completely organic, you can use it
just about anywhere: equipment, tools, locks, automotive, marine and farm equipment. Liquid or gel
for indoor and outdoor applications. For complete
facts call: 1-800-4-CORTEC

• Environmentally and people
friendly
• Rapid cooling
• Low to no smoke
• Excellent anti-wear
• Excellent lubricity
• Economical
• Patented VpCI® corrosion
protection
EcoLine Cutting Fluid is ideal for
heavy-duty cutting, milling, turning,
and drilling.

Soy-based concentrate does not contain cancer causing
nitrites and amines.

Request your FREE sample today.

www.CortecVCI.com
800-4-CORTEC

Being a World Leader in
Environmentally-Safe
Corrosion
Protection/Solutions
has its Responsibilities

Eco Film™ provides a durable exterior
for short term shipping and storage. The
100% biodegradable and compostable
film passed the bio-standard ASTM
In a compost, Eco
5338 for degradation in a compost.
There’s no transport of toxins that leach Film™ degrades in just
6 weeks!
into ground water and plant life.
America’s answer for export shipments
to Europe and the Pacific Rim, Eco Film breaks the hazardous
chain of toxic production and disposal.
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EcoAir® VpCI-324 is the new multi-purpose oil and lubricant you
can use just about anywhere, anytime. So effective, it received
USDA H1 food rating approval. Innovative air-powered spray application replaces traditional petroleum based flammable propellant
gases. No aerosols of CFCs, non-flammable. Alleviate lubricating
heart burn to day.
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New air-powered organic oilno aerosol After-taste
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www.CortecVCI.com
1-800-4-CORTEC
4119 White Bear Parkway • St. Paul, MN 55110 USA

